
Take your holster customization options to the next level . With a set of MatchPoint USA's Infinity
Carry Loops you canmount your firearm holster in a variety of different positions and angles to get
the perfect fit and the perfect draw every time.

INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE BELT CARRY LOOPS
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ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES

Howwill you configure yours?

INFO@MATCHPOINTUSA.COM

Infinitely Customizable

Multiple Carry Positions

Propriety High Tech Polymer

Completely Ambidextrous

Proudly Made in the USA

MATCHPOINT USA
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A REVOLUTION IN BELT LOOP DESIGN

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

INFINITELY
ADJUSTABLE
Find the perfect fit for your firearm in
any of the classic holstering positions.
Cross draw, FBI cants, and straight
draws are all easily accommodated
along with custom angles.

Forget having to buy a different holster to experiment with different carry options. MatchPoint USA's new patent pending
Infinity Carry Loop will allow full control and customization when using a belt holster with the correct hole pattern. The
Infinity Carry Loop is incredibly strong, lightweight, and slightly flexible to allow comfortable all day carry. With thousands of
possible configurations, you won't ever need another belt loop again.

The Infinity Carry Loop is
designed from the ground up
for customization.

With options for 1 1/2 & 1 3/4 inch
belts and our featured
proprietary offset you can
customize your holster for just
about any draw angle, giving
you the perfect fit for your
sidearm.

Featuring our Tufmax 820
advanced polymer compound,
these high strength,
lightweight belt loops are as
durable as they are flexible.
Engineered for toughness they
still have flex for all day
comfort.

HIGH STRENGTH
Incredible tensile strength

LIGHTWEIGHT
Only .784 grams

FLEXIBLE
Bends to form to your body

ADJUSTABLE
Thousands of combinations

AMBIDEXTROUS
Invertible & Reversible

ROUNDED CORNERS
Engineered to avoid hot spots
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